In the search for an easily-classified
In the search for an easily-classified Baire set of diffeomorphisms, all the studied classes have had the property that all maps close enough to any diffeomorphism in the class have the same number of periodic points of each period.
The author constructs an open subset U of Diff (T ) with the property that if / is in U there is a g arbitrarily close to / and an integer n such that /" and g" have a different number of fixed points. Then, using the open set U, he illustrates that having a rational zeta function is not a generic property for diffeomorphisms and that Q-conjugacy is an ineffective means for classifying any Bake set of diffeomorphisms.
A. Introduction and statement of theorems. Let Diffr(M") be the space of C diffeomorphisms of a compact C »-manifold M with the Cr topology, 1 < r < °°. To put the results of this paper into perspective, we discuss briefly the recent history of problems (a) and (b = ttÍLA where 0 = 77(0, O).
We now construct a C perturbation of A, using a surgery described by Smale
[24] and Williams [30] .
Theorem (Smale-Williams). Let A: T2 -> T be a hyperbolic toral automorphism.
Then there exists g: T2 -► T2 such that 
AL
Figure 1 The leaves of our foliation are now the generalized stable manifolds of points of 2 with the exception that Ws(xQ, g) U Ws(x Q, g) u \6\ forms one leaf. Now 2 is a èizsz'c sei for g, i.e. a closed invariant subset of Q(g) with a hyperbolic structure, a dense orbit, and a dense subset of periodic points. So, T M has an invariant splitting E+ (B E and there are constants 0 < Aj < 1 < p such that |FgX| < Aj|X| for X £ E~ and |TgX| > px\X\ for X 6 F+. By choosing </> so that the rate of expansion of g = cp o A on all the above-mentioned intervals C is less than p2 where 1 < p2 < < p , one makes the rate of expansion normal to the foliation larger than any rate of expansion on any leaf.
Consider now g for any integer k > 0. fi(g ) = Í2(g). x is a fixed point of gk and Ws(x, g) = Ws(x, gk) for all x e 0(g). gfe respects the above foliation. In addition, \T(gk)X\ < \k{\X\ fot X e E~ and |T(gfe)X| > ^|X| for X e E+. If r in Theorem 1 is finite, choose k so that p^ > 4r and Xk < %. If r = °o, make pk. > 16.
g will be denoted as g in the remainder of this paper.
C. gxh: T -> T3. Let z5: S1 -♦ S1 be a C°° diffeomorphism of the circle with exactly two (hyperbolic) fixed points: Í + l! a source and (-l! a sink. Choose h so that T+ jMs) = as where 3 < a < 4 and 6 increases no arc of S1 by a factor greater than 4. (2) Ö/Bj. Since a study of the orbit structure of maps near / is parallel to such a study of /, we will try to understand the stable and unstable manifolds for / in this section. First, note that since we did not alter gxh near Mg x h) and periodic points are dense in Mg x tí), Mg x h) C Mf) with the same hyperbolicity constants there for / as for gxh.
We will make frequent use of the following simple lemma: The local stable and unstable manifolds for / around xQ are pictured in Figure   5 .
Figure 5
It will be helpful to have some notation for the three-dimensional local unstable manifold of 6. Considering 6 first as a source for g : T -> T , let VI" (6, g) be a 2-disk in its unstable manifold, with \vA x J" in its interior, as in Figure 2 . W" (d, g ) can be constructed so that
g^W^iO, g+) C W^iO, g) and is disjoint from Bj for all n > 0, (4) g reduces lengths on stable manifolds outside W" (d, g ) by at least onethird, (g does so near 2 and away from Q.)
Define Vl^iO, g x h) = V/»Jd, g+)xN2 in T2 x 51. Since N ft (T2 x NJ = Aij x N2, we can define W"oc(<9, /) = V/^Jid, g x h) by Lemma 1 and property (3) above.
Since / respects foliation J , x e T3 is periodic under / only if leaf F(x) is periodic under /. Since the leaves for F are products of the stable manifolds of 2 and 5 , x must lie on F(y) where y is a periodic point on 2. Consequently, a good way to study Q(/) is by examining /" restricted to a leaf of period tt. is Cr close to F(x), where again for notation's sake, we are assuming the conjugacy between f\l and / \1 is the identity.
Let WsL'u(x, /') for x e X' be the path component of Ws,u(x, /') O B containing
x. By the Hirsch-Pugh Stable Manifold Theorem [9] , for f'C neat f, WsL(x, /') is C neat Ws(x, f) and W\\(x, /') is C near WuL(x, f). Choose U so that, for /' £ U, T x \+ l\ intersects WL(x , f') transversally in Nl x N2.
WL(x /) intersects
5. Let N4 C N2 C S1 be as in §D. Using [9] , choose U so that, for all /' £ U, WsL(x, /') C Bj x N4 for all x in interior 1'. 6 . By (b) of §D, /(A/j) n/Vj = 0. Choose U so that this holds for all /' in U.
I. WL(x , f) is transverse to the boundary of B. Choose U so that this is true for all /' £ U. In particular, 2' will be an interval for all /'.
Choose U so that W"L(x n, /') n (N 1 x N A C [interior of AL] x N2 fot all
/' £ U. 9 . Using stable manifold theory again, choose Í7 so that ¡'~ WL(x_, /') n ^ = 0 for all /' £ U. Choose U so that this holds for all f £ V. H. Perturbing maps in U.
Notation. If /, is in ii, let 3\ be the foliation on T3 as in (1) in §G; let 2 or 2(/) denote the important solenoid as in (2) in §G; let 2 be the path component of 2 ft B containing xQ; 2¿ is an interval by (7) in vG. Let W^(x, /(), VI" ix, f) and Fix) be as defined in (2) of §G. In this section, we want to prove Lemma 4. Given f £ U, there is a point z £ 2(/Q) and a one-parameter family of maps in U, \f\, 0 < t < 1, such that the following hold;
(1) l(ft) = 2(/0) for all t £ [0, 1]. (3) and (8) Recall that since z, z' £ÏQC WuL(x Q, fQ), WL(xQ, fQ) = W£(*, fQ) = WuL(z', fQ).
Since the zero linking number is a closed condition, W" (x_, /.) and Ws(z, f )
have linking number zero in AL x N . However, they do intersect there, as in If r < oo in the statement of Theorem 1, the F _(x) are CT manifolds by (1) in §G and X can be chosen everywhere tangent to F (e.g., using foliation charts of [8] ). In this case, F = FQ and one merely pulls WL(xQ, f A n F Az) down along We now describe the sides of R (q). s f* l,z" IjCT x \a A and G imply that s^ 3 lies above T x B2, i.e. above F(<7), as in Figure 9 .
Since s _ is the path component of q is the only point of period < ttz for k in F(q).
Finally, we need to see that we can extend R(q) beyond s' fms.' n T xB = 0 by Lemma 7 and, by (14) and (17) of §G, 0(/) n C(T2 xS;)C T2U). So /ws' n íi(/) =0 and there is a 2-disk V3 about fms ' but missing closed set ÍX/). f~mV is disjoint from 0 (/) and extends R(<? ) above s This finishes our sketch of the construction of R (q ).
We want to thicken R (<7) to a 3-disk V(z7) such that all points of period < ttz in V(q) actually lie in R(q).
Lemma 9. Let q, ttz, / be as in Lemma 7. Let R(q ) and R (q) be as con- Wliq, ft) ft Fiq), and WuLixQ, f() ft *Fiq) as in Figure 9 . Also, in N, x N2, ftR(q) lies below VI"L(q, f) ft F(q) and above W£(xQ, f() ft l^iq). In the C case, r < <»,^9
' /0^ = R^9' f\l by Lemma 4 and the last sentence of Lemma 7.
However, the height of R(q) < K/3m < <r, while the distance between W" ix , f ) and V/sL(q, fQ) is at least e in F(a) n N x N2. So we have exactly the situation of Claim, f™ has a fixed point in M. and another one in zVL. We will work on M ; the proof for AL is isomorphic, modulo a change in orientation.
To facilitate the analysis of M ., one introduces a coordinate system on F(q) 
gT £U, (3) gT has at least 3"2 points of period ttz in U / LR and all points of period < ztz are hyperbolic.
We now want to perturb fT in another way to gT £ U where (i) g -r -f t outside Y,
(ii) gT = fT on R tot some T^ < TQ, (iii) gA. has exactly ttz points of period < m in Y, all of which are hyperbolic.
Then, we will have gT and gA. in U such that open interval (t tlQ) about T so that \Jf'TV, C UM^2 for ' 6 ^9' 'l0N ow choose t < T with / £ II ?_ (z"2._ ., t-.). Claim k is our desired g~_.
k £ U and k = / " outside Y.
So it suffices to show that k has only ztz points of period < ttz in Y. Let x
